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Sr. 
no. 

Location Date Timing Activity 

1 Sanpada slum, sector-2 , 
Mumbai 

8th 
Janua
ry 
2020 

4:00 to 4:45 Hand wash 
awareness 
camp 

 
Target Audience: 50 persons of slum 
 
Students involved in activity: 11 

 

List of the volunteers involved: 

 

Sr. Name Phone no. 

1 Manjarisingh 

 

9022457539 

2 Tusharpoojari 9594173570 

3 Naseemansari 7738347119 

4 Avantikadubey 7400335063 

5 Bilal khan 9820839427 

mailto:imtiyaz.ansari@ocp.edu.in


6 shrutighanghav 9769350461 

7 bushra khan 9892193208 

8 pratiksonwane 9819713518 

9 juned khan 9967679711 

10 sadiyachaudhary 9594983459 

11 Alfiyatamboli 9867287443 

12 narshinajhadhav 7045463978 

 

Aim:   

To spread awareness about hand wash and its importance to the people who 

are unaware of it. 

 To make them aware of the benefits of using hand wash and soaps. 

To prevent them from Harmful diseases which can cause due to lack of 

cleanliness and sanity. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Topic of discussion:- 



 Importance of hand washes at regular intervals to the people 
who are unaware of it, and have a lack of basic amenities. 

 

 The benefits of using liquid hand wash and a soap. 

 

 The correct way or techniques of hand wash to achieve 
maximum cleanliness and sanitization. 

 

 Harmful diseases which can occur due to lack of sanity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We presented demonstrations and speeches in easy local language that 

can be easily understood by local slum public. 
 

Promotion of Campaign: We promoted the campaign in college and also by 

forwarding the message containing details of campaign. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 The people in that area  were very cooperative and attentive 

during the session 

 Mostly the children present were very keen throughout the 

session and kept coming up with their curious questions. 

 We also demonstrated on how to make liquid hand wash 

using solid hand wash powder which is a cheaper substitute 

for liquid hand wash used which is quite expensive.  

 
 



 
 

 

 

The event sucsessfully ended with distribution of solid 

powder handwashpouches on the behalf of our college 

and bottles. 
 

 



 
 

 The event was scheduled as the world hand wash 

awareness week is near, and to make society aware of 

importance of hand wash. 

 Harmful diseases due to lack of proper sanitization 

affects millions of people worldwide, particularly 

unprivileged part of society. We hope this small 

contribution of ours will help the people to get aware 

and remain healthy by practicing hand wash regularly. 
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